The study of the Old Slavonic pseudepigrapha has assumed wider significance in wider areas of Jewish and Christian religious history after recent research has indicated their importance for the investigation of early Jewish and Christian apocalypticism, Gnosticism and the Jewish Merkabah tradition. The article intends to present the state of evidence and research of the influx of early Jewish and Christian parabiblical narratives and notions in western medieval heretical milieux (via the transmission of Slavonic apocryphal traditions through Eastern dualist channels). The parabiblical narratives or elements of earlier pseudepigraphic texts in the sources for Catharism have been largely downplayed or ignored in the current debates on medieval Western heresy. However, they should be reintegrated in the central ground of these debates, as they provide vital clues to medieval dualist stances on Scripture and the exegetical and compilatory techniques in recasting biblical and parabiblical material in medieval theological and literary environments Keywords pseudepigrapha -apocrypha -dualism -Slavia orthoodoxa -byzantium -heresyliteracy -bogomilism -catharism
Christendom, as well as Catharism in Western Christendom) was still marked by the powerful and enduring legacy of Catholic-Protestant polemics over the doctrinal and cultic traditions of medieval dissenting and reformist groups (including the Christian dualist communities). Accordingly, much of the subsequent polemical and historiographic controversies and conflicting approaches in the early modern period were rooted in the Catholic-Protestant divide in the sixteenth century. These confessionally-coloured approaches were to be gradually and largely superseded in the the nineteenth and twentieth centuries by more source-based and historical-critical research, triggered by and focused on the publication of a series of major primary sources for the history and teachings of medieval European heresies and the Christian dualist movements, in particular.
Significantly, the first stages of the process of the publications and critical study of the so-called Old Church Slavonic pseudepigrapha in the nineteenth century brought an increasing awareness of the intricate intertextual relationships between the varied and generally widely disseminated pseudepigraphic literature in Slavia Orthodoxa and medieval Eastern Christian dualism. As such wide-ranging circulation and assimilation of pseudepigraphic literature did not occur in early to high medieval Western Christian cultures these specific relationships between Eastern Christian pseudepigraphy and dualist heresy became the subject of scholarly analysis and debate much earlier than in the case of any comparable corresponding developments in medieval Western Christian settings.
The nineteenth-century study of medieval Eastern Christian dualist currents thus had its own distinctive dynamics, as the availability of new relevant primary sources began to throw new light on the origins and spread of Paulicianism in early medieval Armenia (a complex religious and contact and conflict zone during this period) and Byzantium, as well as the rise of Bogomilism in the tenth-century newly (re-) Christianized Balkans. On one hand, an increasing amount of published primary source material clearly showed that medieval Eastern Christian dualist heretics (especially the Bogomils) applied a variety of rhetorical and exegetical strategies to scriptural and para-scriptural texts to authenticate, elaborate and elucidate their belief systems. On the other hand, the fashionable influential ideological and intellectual currents of nineteenth-century Eastern Europe, ranging from Slavophilism to nationalism, also had a defining impact on the early study of medieval Eastern Christian dualism. When applied in medieval religious history, these Slavophile as well as the narrow ethno-centric and simplistic socio-economic approaches did not have any real concern with or intention to explore the types of hermeneutics adopted by medieval dualist heretics to deal with and re-interpret scriptural and Scrinium 14 (2018) [334] [335] [336] [337] [338] [339] [340] [341] [342] [343] [344] [345] [346] [347] [348] [349] [350] para-scriptural literature. However, the sheer accumulation of collections of or individual medieval Slavonic pseudepigraphic texts from the 1840s onwards transformed the field to the extent that made it impossible even for the most rigid of the institutionalized historiographic Marxist schools of the Eastern Bloc to avoid the problematic of the inter-relations between pseudepigraphy and medieval heresy.
The significance and implications of these inter-relations have been made patently evident with the publication of the vital internal source for both medieval Eastern and Western Christian dualism, the apocryphon, Interrogatio Iohannis,1 which started to attract close scholarly attention against the background of the early expansion of text-critical research on the Slavonic pseudepigrapha. As the amount of concrete and credible textual data of these textual inter-connections gradually expanded, the frequently used and often uncritically applied versions of the popular contact-diffusion model in regard to medieval Eastern Christian dualism began to look increasingly problematic and superficial. Traditionally and influentially employed to reconstruct sectarian historical connections and pedigrees, in the case of Eastern Christian dualist communities this model encounters a series of grave and, at present, unsurmountable difficulties. These stumbling blocks in research are largely the outcome of a number of crucial and substantial gaps and ambiguities in the surviving evidence of the doctrinal sources of Paulicianism and Bogomilism as well as various stages of their history in the medieval and early Ottoman eras. These problems certainly cannot be resolved by fully or partially taking up medieval heresiological Catholic or Eastern Orthodox definitions of medieval du- The broader and expanding source-base makes it more and more evident that the sources for for Paulician and Bogomil dualism should be sought not only in pre-existing heretical and heterodox traditions and the conjectured historical impact of antecedent dissenting religious communities. It is at least equally possible that the founders and heresiarchs of both movements could have conceptualized their theologies and doctrinal traditions autonomously, generally without any such external influences and direct contacts with earlier heretical groups or individuals.2 This is all the more so since newly opened venues for research have widened our knowledge of the scope and impact of diverse undercurrents of heresy, heterodoxy, alternative demonology and dualist-leaning developments in lay and monastic mysticism in Byzantine and Eastern Christian cultures which could have variously interacted with or contributed to the anti-somatic, anti-cosmic and docetic features of Paulician and Bogomil dualism.3 In the case of Paulician teachings the present state of evidence and research does not permit as yet an adequate assessment of the possible place of pseudepigraphical literature in Armenia and Byzantium in their initial or later phases. On the contrary, medieval accounts of Bogomil doctrines present partially preserved parabiblical embellishments of the Genesis creation and flood stories, apocryphal and heretical satanologies and Christologies which comprise a number of motifs and narratives which cannot be readily traced to the teachings of earlier medieval dissenting, heterodox and heretical movements or circles. Significantly enough, these elements and para-biblical accounts find close and evident parallels (which bear clear signs of immediate intertextual relations) in the extensive corpus of multifarious pseudepigraphic works which were translated and disseminated in the early phases of Slavia Orthodoxa's written culture shaped under the impact of the missions of St Constantine-Cyril the Philosopher and St Methodius and the consequent appearance of the Slavonic versions of the Scriptures, liturgy and alphabet. Scrinium 14 (2018) [334] [335] [336] [337] [338] [339] [340] [341] [342] [343] [344] [345] [346] [347] [348] [349] [350] These intertextual dependencies betray the clear traces of creative and selective Christian dualist appropriations which also reflect the close links between the making of Bogomil theological concepts (and their auxiliary parabiblical embellishments) and the distinctive processes underpinning the accelerated inception and crystallization of Slavo-Byzantine Orthodox culture and learning in South-Eastern Europe from the last decades of the ninth century onwards. There are various indications that the translations of canonical literature, fostered by the new literary schools of the period, were accompanied by the wide-ranging reception, translation and diffusion of extra-canonical apocryphal literature in these early stages. The extant Slavonic versions of such pseudepigraphic works, for instance, retain linguistic features which confirm that the earliest Slavonic protographs of these translations can be convincingly dated from the late ninth to the eleventh centuries. Symptomatically, medieval Slavonic indexes of forbidden apocryphal books4 at times castigate local priests for possessing, translating and circulating such formally censored works in a situation of "canonical ambiguity" which was not only characteristic of these foundational stages of Slavia Orthodoxa's literary culture but persisted well into the Late Middle Ages.5
Ultimately, the translation of canonical and extra-canonical texts into a language which was not too disparate from contemporaneous Slavonic vernaculars introduced a novel dynamic into the complex interrelationships between orthodoxy, literacy, heterodoxy and heresy in Eastern Christianity, which had their own characteristic tensions, contrasting in a number of ways with those inherent in medieval Western Christianity.6 These specific religious and cultural conditions underlying the genesis of early Slavonic Orthodox theology and learning (with the entrance of para-scriptural narratives and motifs via the translated apocryphal works from late antiquity) generated an environment especially conducive to the procreation of doctrinal deviances and a kind of general "heterodoxisation". Such heterodoxisation was made even more possible by the eclectic theological provenance of the newly translated Slavonic versions of late antique apocryphal writings some of which retained concepts, motifs and imagery which were bordering on and approaching Gnostic (or proto-Gnostic) and dualist doctrinal traditions. Indeed the unorthodox pedigree and affinities of such notions were among the principal reasons for the marginalization and prohibition of the respective apocryphal writings by late antique and early medieval church authorities, but in the receptive climate of early Slavo-Byzantine cultures they could enjoy a kind of lasting medieval afterlife.
The early accessibility and circulation of such pseudepigraphic writings in clerical, monastic and lay learned milieux certainly set the stage for emerging theological ambiguities, controversies and heterodoxies, while the latter could be amplified by narratives and motifs, acquired literally or in modified versions from the growing corpus of translated apocrypha. As shown in the early records of Bogomil New Testament exegesis, selected elements of such appropriated pseudepigraphic expositions and topoi could be synthesized with inventive inverse scriptural exegesis and allegorical interpretations. Significantly, such a combination of scriptural exegesis and parabiblical narratives could be preached and disseminated in the vernacular, which in the climate of nascent Christianization, certainly enhanced further the scope of its appeal and impact (particularly, given the importance of orality and oral transmission of tradition in contemporaneous Slavonic cultures).
Thus apart from the possible impact of earlier heretical presence and missions in South-Eastern Europe,7 the rise of monasticism (with its mystical and ascetic currents, including the emulation of apostolic life), the assimilation of pseudepigraphic literature into early Slavia Orthodoxa certainly played a decisive role in the formation of the new medieval version of Eastern Christian dualism, Bogomilism. The study of the varied interrelations between SlavoByzantine pseudepigraphical literature and Bogomilism evolved with the expansion of the publications and text-critical study of the Slavonic recensions At the same time, the complex textual history of most of these texts, which have been translated, edited and circulated in different cultural and religious milieux over lengthy period of time, poses a number of serious methdological problems. Some of these principal problems arise from the presence (though unevenly attested among the writings) of secondary and medieval interpolations and intrusions in the texts. The identification of this secondary material, its literary, ideological and religious background as well as its possible dating require by necessity the application of interdisciplinary methodologies. These methodologies need to include meticulous philological and palaeographic analyses and contextualization of early pseudepigraphic material in Byzantine and Slavonic Orthodox environments, while drawing at the same time on the latest advances in biblical criticism and scholarship on early and medieval Judaism and Christianity.
Bringing these disciplines together in the study of the relevant medieval Slavonic material has had major implications for better understanding of the relationship between Bogomilism and pseudpigraphic literature in the Slavo-Byzantine world. This is especially the case in respect to Bogomil pseudepigraphy itself and the debates on the chronology of this relationship and the contrasting "wider" or "narrower" definitions of the term "Bogomil apocryphon".14 Another area that has profited from these interdisciplinary ap- In earlier stages of research and mainly in medievalist studies sufficient attention was not paid to the actual historical and theological provenance of the cosmological and apocalyptic material shared in the Old Church Slavonic pseudepigrapha and medieval Christian dualist doctrinal traditions. More recently, however, the scope of investigation has widened to include a research focus on the earlier and continued heterodox and heretical interest in some of these pseudepigrapha. Consequently, more attention has been devoted to the various dualist-and Gnostic-leaning tendencies in their texts which were already subjected to heterodox interpretations and modifications during their earlier transmission and adoption in such sectarian or dissident milieux. A sizeable number of these tendencies allowed more forceful dualist interpretations, which were eventually provided by Christian dualist scribes and editors in the medieval phases of the dissemination of these pseudepigrapha. It was via such channels that this particular pseudepigraphic material found its way (in greatly or slightly modified forms) into a variety of medieval dualist teachings and related popular lore, especially, but not only, in Eastern Christendom.
Further close study of the provenance and use of pseudepigraphical and parabiblical material in medieval Eastern and Western Christian dualist doctrinal, narrative and popular traditions is also of great significance to another expanding and promising area of late antique and medieval historical and literary studies. This is the field of continuing and broadening scholarly projects and endeavours to reassess and improve the methodology and terminology employed in the exploration of the role and typologies of intertextuality and metatextuality in ancient, late antique and medieval pseudepigraphy, apobroader understanding of the "Bogomil apocrypha" in É. Turdeanu, "Apocryphes bogomiles et apocryphes pseudo-bogomiles," Revue d 'histoire des religions, 138 (1950) cryphal and parascriptural literature. Collaborative scholarly initiatives at first aiming to advance reappraisals of the heuristic applicability of the terms "apocryphon" and "pseudepigraphon"16, "rewritten Bible/Scriptures"17 and "parabiblical literature"18, have set the stage for two recent major international interdisciplinary projects which have had a substantial influence on the study of parascriptural and paratextual ancient and medieval literature (and its early modern and modern afterlife).19 These projects and their published outcomes have generated a number of theoretical and methodological advances and innovations some of which have been fruitfully applied in the field of Old Slavonic cultures, with their rich genres of pseudepigraphic apocryphal Scrinium 14 (2018) 334-350 li teratures.20 Continuing and expanding these particular research vistas certainly will be of vital significance to the classification of these genres (and their Byzantine Greek antecedents) and reappraising its existing models and dividing lines between quasi-canonical, non-canonical and anti-canonical apocryphal texts, as well as their divergent textual and ideological inter-connections with the Scriptures.21 A growing amount of research has been thus shedding further light on the series of important notions in Bogomil diabology, cosmogony, expansions on biblical history, Christology and apocalypticism which have been adopted from earlier pseudepigraphical and parabiblical writings and often subjected to a dualist re-interpretation. While highlighting and illustrating the scope of this indebtedness of Bogomil dualism to earlier parascriptural works in some of its principal spheres, the extant evidence also suggests that being at its core, Bogomil diabology preserved its main tenets throughout the history of the heresy, but other Bogomil doctrinal traditions (such as cosmogonic notions and narratives) were not a stable fixed system and had a more fluid, heterogeneous charcater.
Such research on the dynamics of the inter-relations between Slavo-Byzantine parascriptural literature and Bogomilism has major implications for the study of medieval Western Christian dualism in several significant spheres, areas, including, for example, the perceived (or constructed) and verifiable links between heresy and literacy in medieval Christendom.22 It is also of considerable importance to the continuing scholarly debates concerning the character, Western Christian medieval dualism. These debates have intensified in the last two decades or so with the reinstatement of the minimalist or hyper-critical theories of the distinctive traits, dissemination and perceptions of Christian dualist heresy in medieval Western Christendom. Re-asserting some earlier positions, these approaches call into question or even largely negate the existence of an actual and consistent dualist theology or doctrinal system, actual organizational structures and hierarchy among communities, groups or individuals described as 'Cathar' in medieval Catholic polemical, inquisitorial and historical sources.23
The productive and useful features of what has been described also as the "inventionist" or "deconstructivist" theory of medieval Western dualist heresy include a re-accentuated critical focus on some (but not all) of the major primary sources, their socio-religious and socio-political dimension and underlying agendas. This reappraisal of the relevant source material on occasions has resorted to the application of innovative empirical and theoretical methods of enquiry and has stimulated wider, lively inter-disciplinary debates in the field of Western medieval studies. These reappraisal and debates have enriched and deepened understanding of several areas in the exploration of medieval religious dissent such as the rhetorical and literary strategies employed for the 'diagnosis" and the repression of heresy and deviance in elite ecclesiastical and secular policies and discourses. Other related areas which have similarly benefited include the dynamics of heresy suppression and authority, the reiteration of late antique heresiological exemplars and clichés in medieval antiCathar polemics, the fashionable topic of "lived religion", the development of non-conformist and local group identities, the sociology and socio-economy of individual and community religious behaviour and practice.
However, the source-criticism and theory-driven analysis underpinning the arguments that medieval Western dualist heresy was predominantly a Catholic clerical construct imposed on a variety of groups perceived or charged as dissdent and Cathar has so far not included a text-critical scrutiny of the various parabiblical narratives or motifs in the primary internal and external sources on Catharism which clearly or potentially stem from earlier pseudepigraphic texts. This is undoubtedly an inexplicable neglect of vital primary source material which has been consistently the subject of attention of any serious critical investigation of the narrative traditions representing the so-called mythological complex of notions and accounts in the historical and doctrinal records of 23 See the contributions discussing the current state of evidence, research and contrasting perspectives on this problematic in Cathars in Question, ed. Sennis, especially, P. Biller, "Goodbye to Catharism?, western medieval dualism.24 This obvious lapse seems even more problematic in the light of the sweeping nature of pronouncements that Cathar dualist theology was forged in Catholic polemical and inquisitorial discourses, pronouncements apparently made without any preliminary assessment of the textual history and provenance of this highly relevant doctrinal and narrative material. Downplaying or dismissing outright this type of evidence generates further methodological and historiographic problems when it leads to arguments and conclusions based on the study of local archival collections to be randomly transposed, across communities and regions, to be applied as a generalization across the entire field of medieval Western dualist heresy. This lack of examination of the parascriptural material in the sources for Western dualist heresy in the minimalist and deconstructivist approaches to Catharism seems at least to some extent conditioned by the nature of the sources themselves and their difference from the respective primary evidence in Eastern Christendom. Some of the source material for Western dualist heresy is comparable to that in Eastern Christendom (historical chronicles, sermons, treatises and acts of synods) but much of it belongs to different genres and categories: summas, papal bulls, legal consultations, inquisitors' manuals, inquisition trials' records, etc. Some of this latter material, especially the inquisitorial interrogatories and notebooks, have attracted some serious attention in Western heresy studies, and given the nature of the material, also allowed for the useful applications of methods developed over some period of time in the areas of sociology and social and cultural anthropology.
However, attempts to integrate the outcomes and achievements of the study of medieval Eastern and Western Christian literary history and pseudepigraphy into the field of Western heresy has been far less pronounced. In addition, the growing compartmentalization of scholarship in general has meanwhile limited the scope of and interest in comparative enquiries (and their potential to be up-to-date), hence those working in the sphere of Western heresy have been less capable of following new developments and freshly published sources in the field of Eastern Christian heresy, even when it is immediately relevant or of equivalent historical character -such as chronicles' accounts or heresy trial records. This insufficiently balanced research focus has negatively affected the current state and prospects of medieval heresy research, especially in the comparative spheres. This is especially unfortunate in view of the similar challenges and problems posed by the external sources for Western and Eastern Christian medieval dualism respectively. These usually concern (but not only) the application and adaptation (to new religio-historical contexts) of earlier heresiological models in medieval polemical works when they encountered and needed to define and censure cases of confessional non-conformity and deviance, real, perceived or constructed. Further comparative insights into the parallels and contrasts between medieval Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox discourses on heresy (and their underlying agendas, rhetorical techniques and changing intertextualities) will undoubtedly greatly benefit both areas of inquiry.
Characteristically, Byzantine heresiology could exhibit dependence on late antique polemical exemplars and adopt its cliches and labels but also could dwell on and endeavour to describe and refute actual heretical teachings.25 Euthymius Zigabenus' section against the Paulicians in his twelfth-century Panoplia Dogmatica, for example, though drawing on an earlier tract, Contra Manichaeos, of Patriarch Photius (856-867; 877-886), was far from an anachronistic reproduction of its text but represented a "meticulously composed re-working" of its original sections, integrating in addition, valuable contemporaneous data concerning twelfth-century Paulician communities.26 25 For a detailed discussion of the use of heresy designations in Byzantine heresiology, its main patterns and tendencies as well as the still unresolved research questions it poses, see A. Similar in-depth text-critical analyses and balanced research methodology are certainly needed to examine and assess the various parascriptural narratives and related literary accounts in the sources for medieval Eastern and Western Christian dualist heresy, and their theological and literary ramifications for medieval heretical (and normative) religiosities. Among other things, the conscious and inventive appropriation of varied concepts, imagery and motifs from earlier pseudepigraphic works in Eastern Christian dualism presents a series of suggestive examples of hermeneutical and compilatory strategies of using and adapting scriptural and parascriptural texts which are of obvious importance for the exploration of the related or similar parabiblical narratives in the evidence of Catharism. Such exploration will need to re-emphasize and expand the text-critical scrutiny of these layers in the primary sources for Catharism as well as to re-focus on the vital related issues of reconstructing (whenever possible) textual histories and reassessment of the patterns of the verifiable or possible intra-cultural transmission of such parabiblical material.
The application of up-to-date text-critical methods to this material will allow in the first place a reappraisal of the arguments that it represents conclusive evidence of imported dualist teachings and narratives in Catharism. In this manner the parascriptural material in the sources for Catharism could be duly incorporated in the wider and growing study of the eastern and western trajectories of parabiblical literature and pseudepigraphy (and related and derivative oral traditions) in medieval European Christendom in general. 27 The various textual questions arising from the provenance and function of this material need to be properly addressed, since strong criticism has been launched at some recent sweeping reconstructions of Cathar history and doctrines (or the lack of them) made on the basis of incomplete evidence (or incomplete use of the extant evidence).28 Hence the issues of linguistic and stylistic nature, the problems of editorial intrusions and reworkings, as well as credible
